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With the technical development of energy conservation and emission reduction 

technology, the internal structure of engineering machinery has become denser. The rising 

full-machine heat load that ensues challenges the effect of the cooling system. In the 

traditional thermal management system for the transmission in energy machinery, the 

cooling capacity does not fully match the load of each subsystem, and the thermal 

management components cannot adapt to the dynamic cooling demand of engineering 

machinery. To solve these problems, this paper designs and analyzes the thermal 

management system of power matching transmission in energy machinery. Firstly, the 

energy distribution among different components of engineering machinery, including, 

hydraulic system, transmission system, and cooling system, was described in each work 

section, and the dynamic matching method was detailed for hydraulic torque converter. 

Then, heat source engine, hydraulic torque converter, and hydraulic retarder were selected 

as the targets of thermal management for the power transmission system of loader. Next, 

the thermal management cycle was framed as a scheme in which the engine transmission 

system is independent with the cooling circulation system, and a heat transfer calculation 

model was constructed for loader transmission system. The proposed model was proved 

effective through experiments. The research results provide a reference for the thermal 

management of other subsystems of engineering machinery. 
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1. INTRODUCTION

Engineering machinery has aroused widespread attention in 

the society, as an important part of basic construction 

equipment and equipment industry. Despite its rapid 

development, engineering machinery faces several noneligible 

problems: high energy consumption, low operating efficiency, 

and excessive heat loss. These problems are inevitable due to 

the late start of research into engineering machinery. Hence, 

the energy conservation and emission reduction raise a 

growing concern in the industry [1-4]. 

The installation of auxiliary energy-saving devices 

increases the internal density of engineering machinery. The 

rising full-machine heat load that ensues challenges the effect 

of the cooling system [5-8]. To enhance the full-machine 

performance in dynamics, economy, and greenness, it is 

important to carry out energy analysis, power matching, and 

full-machine thermal management of engineering machinery, 

especially loader. 

Under the premise of ensuring the speed control and 

overload capacity of engineering machinery, replacement 

engine with motor is an effective way to realize an energy-

efficient, low-emission drive mode [9-10]. To improve the 

energy efficiency, operability, dynamics, and safety of the full 

machine, it is of great significance to study the power 

matching structure and control strategy of engineering 

machinery under complex conditions [11-14]. Wang et al. [15] 

analyzed the load features and working conditions of the 

hydraulic excavator driven by permanent magnet synchronous 

motor, put forward a power assembly parameter matching 

method that improves the full-machine performance, and 

provided a variable pressure difference control strategy 

suitable for low-speed small flows. To improve the 

performance of wheel loader transmission system, Niu et al. 

[16] constructed a dynamic simulation model of loader

transmission system to reduce fuel consumption in each cycle

and heat generation, optimized the main parameters of loader

transmission by genetic algorithm (GA), and examined the

influence of different flow modes on the flow field inside the

oil cooler, in view of the cooling demand of the transmission

system. Using the performance calculation method based on

heat transfer units (HTUs), Wang et al. [17] investigated the

relationship between the surface air flow rate and air-side

resistance of the radiator of engineering machinery, clarified

the method for cooling fan selection and the design steps of

variable circulation, and designed a full-machine thermal

balance test, revealing that the prototype with two circulating

cooling systems has relatively low energy consumption. To

prevent the overheating and overcooling of engineering

machinery, Nguyen et al. [18] selected the main components

and discussed the control strategy for the electronically

controlled hydraulic fan cooling system based on BODAS

controller, and evaluated the energy efficiency of the cooling

system by measuring and comparing the heat release of the

system and the economy of the engine.

Heat dissipation is needed for both the engine of 

engineering machinery and the hydraulic oil of hydraulic 

torque converter. The huge cooling demand cannot be satisfied 
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with one cooling fan alone [19-22]. Naumenko et al. [23] 

carried out the matching design for the cooling fan and radiator 

of engineering machinery, reconfigured the thermal 

parameters and component parameters of the hydraulic drive 

and transmission, and conducted experiments to compare the 

engine water temperatures and preheating times before and 

after system improvement; their electro-hydraulic hybrid drive 

cooling system was proved effective in cooling. 

In the traditional thermal management system for the 

transmission in energy machinery, the cooling capacity does 

not fully match the load of each subsystem, and the thermal 

management components cannot adapt to the dynamic cooling 

demand of engineering machinery. To solve these problems, 

this paper designs and analyzes the thermal management 

system of power matching transmission in energy machinery. 

The target engineering machinery is a loader. Section 2 

analyzes the energy distribution among different components 

of engineering machinery, including, hydraulic system, 

transmission system, and cooling system in each work section, 

and provides a dynamic matching method for hydraulic torque 

converter. Section 3 determines the targets of thermal 

management for the power transmission system of loader: heat 

source engine, hydraulic torque converter, and hydraulic 

retarder, prepares as a scheme in which the engine 

transmission system is independent with the cooling 

circulation system, takes the scheme as the framework of the 

thermal management cycle, and constructs a heat transfer 

calculation model for loader transmission system. The 

proposed model was proved effective through experiments. 

 

 

2. FULL-MACHINE ENERGY ANALYSIS  

 

The target engineering machinery is a loader that operates 

under two conditions: loading and transportation. Each cycle 

of the loading operation consists of five work sections, namely, 

forwarding, reversing, shoveling, unloading-forwarding-

lifting, and zero-load reversing. This section carries out data 

analysis on the work features of the loader in each work 

section. Table 1 presents the highest speed, average speed, 

transport distance, and work time of each work section. 

 

Table 1. Information of loader operation in each work 

section  

 

Items 
Work 

section 1 

Work 

section 2 

Work 

section 3  

Work 

section 4  

Work 

section 5  

Highest 

speed 
2.11 2.31 0.65 2.81 2.15 

Average 

speed 
1.43 1.47 0.24 1.37 1.65 

Transport 

distance 
12.3 13.2 1.35 12.3 12.5 

Work time 8.1 9.4 6.2 8.8 7.3 

 

2.1 Subsystem energy distribution  

 

The hydraulic steering system of the loader adopts a control 

method that combines dual pump converging with load 

sensing. Let F, L and P be the working pressure, flow, and 

working efficiency of hydraulic components, respectively. 

According to the oil pressure and engine speed signals 

measured by pressure and speed sensors, the power of each 

hydraulic component in the system can be calculated by: 

60

PLF
ωp


=  (1) 

 

The power calculated by formula (1) reflects the energy 

allocated to each component of the hydraulic system in each 

work section (Table 2). During the shoveling, the loader needs 

to allocate some power to the working pump and the steering 

pump. In this work section, the working efficiency of the 

hydraulic system is as high as 68%. The other sections witness 

a low working efficiency and a high energy consumption. 

During forwarding, reversing, and zero-load reversing, more 

power is allocated to the steering pump than to the working 

pump. 

The output power of the loader engine equals the sum of the 

output powers of every hydraulic pump and hydraulic torque 

converter. Figure 1 presents the structure of hydraulic torque 

converter. Let ω be the total output power of engine; Σωp be 

the sum of engine powers consumed by hydraulic pumps. 

Then, the input power of hydraulic torque converter can be 

calculated by:  

 

−= pT ωωω  (2) 

 

Let ZJ1 and ZJ2 be the input torques of the front and rear 

drive bridges of the engine, respectively; rI be the input speed 

of the gearbox, which equals the turbine speed of hydraulic 

torque converter; it and Pt be the transmission ratio and 

transmission efficiency of gearbox, respectively. Then, the 

input power of gearbox can be calculated by: 

 

( )

tt

I
V

Pi

rZJZJ
ω

9550

21 +=  (3) 

 

Table 3 shows the energy allocation of loader transmission 

in each work section. In each operational cycle, the 

transmission system has an average efficiency of merely 65%. 

To lower the heat generation of the system to 28.46kW, the 

engine’s output power must surpass 72%. The variable speed 

pump has smaller average power than other working 

components. 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Structure of hydraulic torque converter 
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Table 2. Energy allocation to each component of the hydraulic system in each work section 

 
Hydraulic components Work section 1 Work section 2 Work section 3  Work section 4  Work section 5  

Heat loss 8.35 16.91 14.75 11.95 11.85 

Working pump 3.76 9.82 27.61 20.13 2.79 

Steering Pump 7.53 17.37 13.58 14.36 12.61 

Rotating bucket cylinder 0 0 9.55 4.12 0 

Boom cylinder 0 7.65 13.98 17.39 0 

Steering cylinder 2.41 3.41 0.96 1.65 3.25 

Efficiency 21.73 41.61 60.55 65.82 22.63 

 

Table 3. Energy allocation of components in loader 

transmission in each work section  

 
Transmission 

components 

Work 

section 1 

Work 

section 2 

Work 

section 3  

Work 

section 4  

Work 

section 5  

Heat loss 21.98 39.52 48.65 17.66 27.82 

Gearbox 31.75 55.31 32.79 52.37 25.49 

Variable speed 

pump 
1.24 1.27 1.32 1.35 1.02 

 Hydraulic torque 

converter  
53.57 96.41 79.25 71.92 50.37 

Total output of 

engine 
71.85 123.67  116.31 103.08 62.53 

Efficiency 63.72 57.39 42.50 75.21 51.13 

 

The cooling system discharges the heat generated by the 

hydraulic system and the transmission system to the outside of 

the engine compartment in two modes: self-dissipation and 

radiator dissipation. Let σo and φo be the specific heat at 

constant pressure and density of the oil, respectively; ∆T be 

the inlet-outlet temperature difference of the radiator. Based 

on the signal measured by temperature sensors, the cooling 

power of each radiator in the loader system under heat balance 

can be calculated by: 
 

60

T Lφσ
ω oo

C


=  (4) 

 

The energy allocation in the cooling system of the loader 

can be derived from the cooling power obtained by formula 

(1). Figure 2 presents the inlet and outlet temperature curves 

of each radiator. During the shoveling operation, the 

temperatures of transmission oil and hydraulic oil of the loader 

both increase with fluctuations. The transmission system loses 

more energy, and operates at a lower efficiency (55%) than the 

hydraulic system. In the hydraulic system, the heat loss is 

dissipated by components like radiators. In the transmission 

system, the heat loss is dissipated with the aid of gearbox 

housing and transmission oil. After the full machine reaches 

heat balance, the thermal performance should be optimized if 

the transmission oil is still too hot. 

 
 

Figure 2. Inlet and outlet temperature curves of each radiator 

 

2.2 Dynamic matching of hydraulic torque converter 

 

Let ZJO be the output torque of the engine. The engine 

torque consumed by each hydraulic pump can be calculated by 

ZJp=FL/2πP, and the sum of torques can be expressed as ∑ZJp. 

Then, the input torque of hydraulic torque converter can be 

calculated by:  

 

−= pO

A

ω ZJZJZJ  (5) 

 

Table 4 shows the allocation of engine torque in the five 

work sections during shoveling operation. The allocation 

varies from section to section, due to the large difference 

between main components, such as torque converter, steering 

pump, working pump, and variable speed pump, in working 

stability. 

 

 

Table 4. Allocation of engine torque in the five work sections 

 
Sections Work section 1 Work section 2 Work section 3  Work section 4  Work section 5  

Output torque 435.10 417.31 647.25 454.87 405.82 

Torque converter 
Mean 359.03 172.73 364.49 165.31 275.48 

Proportion 81.21 42.32 55.96 42.05 68.35 

Variable speed pump 
Mean 9.58 8.75 11.56 9.68 8.76 

Proportion 2.29 2.08 1.52 2.16 2.05 

Steering pump 
Mean 51.71 155.72 115.66 115.92 92.62 

Proportion 11.35 34.27 16.05 23.52 25.34 

Working pump 
Mean 23.81 83.59 176.82 123.24 21.37 

Proportion 5.23 21.54 26.67 31.73 5.17 
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To stabilize the circulating flow of the dynamic liquid in 

hydraulic torque converter, it is necessary to keep the inlet and 

outlet oil pressures stable during loader movement. Let NJB
AL 

and NJE
AL be the dynamic liquid torques on the pump wheel 

shaft and the turbine shaft, respectively; NJB
A and NJE

A be the 

dynamic torques on the pump wheel shaft and the turbine shaft, 

respectively; JB and JE be the rotational inertias between pump 

wheel and pump wheel shaft, and between turbine and turbine 

shaft, respectively; AVB and AVE be the angular velocities of 

pump wheel and turbine, respectively. Then, the torque of the 

working hydraulic force for the hydraulic torque converter can 

be expressed as: 

 










−=

−=
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 (6) 

 

Let l, PL, μL, and iL be the torque ratio, torque efficiency, 

moment efficiency, and transmission ratio, respectively. Then, 

the relationship between them can be fitted by least squares 

method: 
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 (7) 

 

Formula (7) shows that AVB, AVE, JB, and JE greatly 

influence the dynamic features of hydraulic torque converter. 

Then, the output torque of turbine axle can be derived from the 

transmission shaft torque measured by torque sensor: 

 

tt

A

E
Pi

ZJZJ
NJ 21 +=  (8) 

 

Based on formula (6) and the angular acceleration curve of 

hydraulic torque converter, the dynamic torque ratio of 

hydraulic torque converter can be calculated by: 

 

AL

B

AL

E

NJ

NJ
l =  (9) 

 

The dynamic mathematical model of hydraulic torque 

converter can be expressed as: 
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 (10) 

 

When the hydraulic torque converter works stably, the 

inertia resistance moments of the turbine and pump wheel 

speeds are zero. Let l* be the static torque ratio of hydraulic 

torque converter. Then, there exists JEdAVE/dt=JBdAVB/dt=0, 

and NJE
A= l*×NJB

E. Then, the dynamic torque ratio in formula 

(10) can be transformed into: 

 

B
BA

B

EtB

J
dt

dAV
/NJ

JiJl
ll

−

+
+=


  

(11) 

 

As can be seen from formulas (7) and (11), when the 

transmission ratio it remains unchanged, the l value first 

increases and then declines with the growth of AVB; the l value 

first decreases and then rises with the decline of AVB. Thus, 

under a relatively large dAVB/dh, the l value fluctuates about 

l=l1-((l1JB+iLJE)/JB. This law is consistent with the previous 

analysis, and the efficiency PL of hydraulic torque converter 

follows the same change pattern as l. 

 

 

3. HEAT TRANSFER MODEL FOR TRANSMISSION 

SYSTEM 

 

The thermal management of loader transmission has three 

targets: heat source engine, hydraulic torque converter, and 

hydraulic retarder. There are two schemes for thermal 

management cycle. In the first scheme, the engine 

transmission and cooling circulation systems are coupled; in 

the second schemes, the two systems are independent of each 

other. On the upside, the first scheme boasts a compact thermal 

management system, and low efficiency of secondary heat 

transfer; on the downside, the system is too complicated to be 

maintained at a low cost. The second scheme features a simple 

structure, reliable operations, and a high cooling efficiency. 

Besides, the weak coupling between control variables makes 

it easy to implement the control strategy. To rationalize the 

control system of thermal management system, this paper 

decides to study the dynamic transmission system and thermal 

management system separately, i.e., adopt the second scheme 

to analyze the thermal load and thermal performance of the 

two systems (Figure 3). 

 

 
 

Figure 3. Working principle of Scheme 2 

 

This section aims to model the structure of the thermal 

management system for loader engine, which consists of water 

jacket, water pump, thermostat, radiator, expansion tank, and 

heater. In the thermal management system, the power and 

temperature cycle of the engine are respectively controlled by 

water pump and thermostat. The radiator is responsible for the 

heat exchange between the engine and the environment after 

the start of the cooling cycle. The pressure stability of the 

system is mainly achieved by bubble discharge of the 

expansion tank. Let SCL be the equivalent cross-sectional area 

of the cooling pipe; ∆F be the inlet-outlet pressure difference 

of the coolant of the heat management component; φC be the 
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density of the coolant. Then, the volumetric flow LV of the 

engine’s heat management component can be described by 

modified Bernoulli’s equation: 

 

C

CLV
φ

F
SL


=

2
 (12) 

 

Let ETAH be the heat exchange amount between the engine 

housing and the cooling pipe; υM and ωM be the engine speed 

and the corresponding maximum power. Then, the heat 

exchange amount between the engine and the coolant can be 

calculated by: 

( )MMTAH ω,υgE =  (13) 

 

Let σM and EU be the heat capacity unit of the cooling pipe 

and the resistance unit of the system, respectively; FM and TψM 

be the pressure and temperature of the hot fluid passing 

through the heat capacity unit, respectively; DM be the volume 

of the cooling pipe of the engine; dE be the heat entering that 

volume; σF be the specific heat of the fluid, which depends on 

the fluid’s working pressure and temperature; φC be the fluid 

density. Then, the differentials of TM and FM relative to time, 

denoted respectively as dTM/dt and dFM/dt, must satisfy: 

 

dt

dF

σφ

dT

Dφσ

dE

dt

dT M

FC

M

MCF

M +


=  (14) 

 

Let dqe1, dqe2 and dq1, dq2 be the heat flow and mass flow 

entering the heat capacity unit of the cooling pipe; de be the 

heat exchange amount between the heat capacity unit and the 

environment; e be the heat of the fluid in the unit. Then, dE 

can be calculated by: 

 

edq + dq- de + dqe +dqe = dE ) ( 2121  (15) 

 

Let dφF be the variation of density; δ and β be the elastic 

modulus and volume expansion coefficient of the liquid, 

respectively. Both δ and β depends on the working pressure 

and temperature of the medium. Then, the pressure per unit 

volume can be described by the following differential equation:  

 

dt

dT
β

φ

dφ

dt

dF M

E

EM +=   (16) 

 

The inlet/outlet mass flow dq' and heat flow dq'·e' of the 

resistance unit of the engine can be derived based on the 

resistance unit of the cooling system. Assuming that the inlet 

and outlet heat flows are equal for each resistance unit, dq' can 

be calculated as by: 

 

11 eq= deqd  
  (17) 

 

12 eqd =eqd  
  (18) 

 

The cooling system of the engine is powered by the 

centrifugal water pump driven at a fixed speed by the 

crankshaft of the engine. Let υM be the speed of the engine; iP/M 

be the speed ratio of the cooling water pump to the engine. 

Then, the speed of the cooling water pump can be calculated 

by: 

P/MMWP iυυ =  (19) 

 

The displacement and speed of the cooling water pump 

determine its inlet-output pressure difference. The fluid 

temperature at the outlet of the water pump can be obtained 

from the measured temperature of the inlet fluid and the 

calculation results on the pump’s work on the fluid. Here, the 

cooling water is treated as an ideal incompressible fluid. Let γa 

be the convection coefficient between coolant and oil; σW be 

the heat capacity of the oil; TEC be the coolant temperature at 

the inlet of the thermostat. Then, the power of the water pump 

can be calculated by: 

 

( )W PEC

W

aW P TT
σ

γ

dt

dT
−=  (20) 

 

The flow regime of coolant depends on the Reynolds 

number. For the water-air radiator, the volumetric flow of the 

coolant can be determined by the inlet and outlet pressures, 

and used to deduce the rated heat exchange amount of the 

radiator. The heat exchange amount between the radiator and 

the coolant can be characterized by the function between the 

volumetric flow of coolant and the mass flow of the air. The 

relationship between the inlet temperature TEHS, outlet 

temperature TOHS, and inlet-outlet temperature difference dTHS 

of the radiator can be described as: 

 

OHSEHSHS TTdT −=  (21) 

 

Let ψEact, ψOact, and EHS be the measured inlet temperature, 

measured outlet temperature, and heat release of the radiator, 

respectively; PHS be the thermal efficiency of the radiator. 

Then, the actual heat release Eact of the radiator can be 

calculated by: 

 

( ) HSHSOactEactHSact P/dTTTEE −=  (22) 

 

The cooling effect of the radiator differs significantly 

between ventilation area and non-ventilation area. To calculate 

the total heat exchange amount of the radiator, it is necessary 

to compute the heat exchange amounts of the two areas, both 

of which are related to air flow rate. Let υNT, and υAFR be the 

air flow rates before and after the radiator fans are opened; υOA 

be the additional wind speed brought by the fan. Then, we have: 

 

OANTAFR  +=  (23) 

 

Ignoring the air flow at the center of the radiator fans, the 

overall mapping area SFMA of the fan can be obtained by adding 

up the actual coverage of the fan with the rotational area at the 

center of the fan. Let ONfan and INfan the outer and inner 

diameters of the fan, respectively. Then, the SFMA value can be 

calculated by: 

 

( )22

4
fanfanFMA INON

π
S −=  (24) 

 

Let Ф and U be the length and height of the radiator, 

respectively. Then, the non-mapping area of the fan SNFMA can 

be calculated by: 
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FMANFMA SUΦS −=  (25) 

 

Suppose the heat exchange amount of the radiator is 

determined by the air flow rate in the mapping area and the 

volumetric flow of the coolant. The functional relationship 

between the two determinants can be illustrated as g(υFMA, LR). 

Then, the heat exchange amount EFMA within SFMA can be 

expressed as: 

 

( )
UΦ

S
LgE FMA

RFMAFMA


=   (26) 

 

Suppose the heat exchange amount of the radiator is 

determined by the air flow rate in the non-mapping area and 

the volumetric flow of the coolant. The functional relationship 

between the two determinants can be illustrated as g(υNT, LR). 

Then, the heat exchange amount ENFMA within SNFMA can be 

expressed as: 

 

( )
UΦ

S
LgE NFMA

RNTNFMA


=   (27) 

 

The total heat exchange amount ET can be obtained by: 

 

NFMAFMAT EEE +=  (28) 

 

Let φF and SNG be the density of the working medium and 

the effective diameter of the driving wheel of hydraulic 

retarder, respectively; a be the gravity acceleration; μTC and 

AVG be the braking torque coefficient and the annular velocity 

of the drive wheel, respectively. Then, the braking torque of 

hydraulic retarder can be calculated by: 

 
52

GGTEC SNAVμaφT
C

=  (29) 

 

Let QLP and MSL be the heat flow of power loss and braking 

torque of the retarder, respectively; rM be the engine speed. 

Since the transmission fluid in the retarder contains much 

more kinetic energy than the fluid, QLP can be empirically 

approximated by: 

 

9550

MSL
LP

rM
Q


=  (30) 

 

The cyclic flow features of the retarder can be characterized 

by the effective displacement of the variable pump. Let υED 

and υFD be the effective displacement and displacement 

baseline of the variable pump, respectively; ηVPD be the 

proportional coefficient of the variable displacement of the 

variable pump. Then, the υED value can be calculated by: 

 

VPDFDED η=  (31) 

 

Let LVP and rVP be the volumetric flow and speed of the 

variable pump, respectively. Then, the rated volumetric flow 

of the pump can be calculated by:  

 

VPEDVP rL =  (32) 

 

Under different working speeds, the retarder sees changes 

in transmission fluid flow, inlet pressure, and output pressure. 

Any change to the flow in the thermal management system 

will change the pressure increment of the retarder. Therefore, 

the proposed thermal management system for the full-machine 

power transmission system must simulate the correspondence 

between these changing parameters with a pilot pump. Let fs 

be the lever position of the retarder. Then, the relationship 

between the outlet and inlet pressures of the retarder can be 

defined as: 

 

sIO fFF +=  (33) 

 

 

4. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS ANALYSIS 

 

The selected loader and its hydraulic torque converter have 

three components and a single turbine. The dynamic features 

of the loader were analyzed during the maximum power output 

period, such that the opening of the accelerator pedal remains 

the same during the experiments. Table 5 presents the 

experimental results on the dynamic features of hydraulic 

torque converter. The highest efficiency (0.835) of the 

hydraulic torque converter was achieved at the transmission 

ratio of 0.6, the torque coefficient of 1.37, and the engineering 

torque of 115. 

 

Table 5. Experimental results on the dynamic features of 

hydraulic torque converter 

 
Transmission 

ratio 

Torque 

coefficient 

Engineering 

torque 
Efficiency 

0 2.505 121 0 

0.1 2.15 121 0.215 

0.2 1.92 121 0.379 

0.3 1.835 121.3 0.5362 

0.4 1.755 121.6 0.705 

0.5 1.56 121 0.75 

0.6 1.37 115 0.835 

0.7 1.1 100 0.82 

0.8 1.05 85 0.831 

0.9 1 82 0.810 

0.94 0.905 65 0.8205 

0.96 0.85 50 0.7706 

 

Figure 4 shows the engine speed curve of the loader during 

the driving process. Figure 5 presents the lever change curve 

of the speed converter of the engine. During horizontal 

movement, the engine speed changed in [1,300r/min, 

1,700r/min]; During uphill and downhill movements, the 

speed converter of the engine was mostly switched to the high 

lever. 

Figure 6 displays the coolant temperature curves under 

normal driving. The fan was driven by traditional mechanical 

control with fixed speed ratio, and temperature control. Under 

either control mode, the coolant temperature at the outlet of 

the engine tended to be stable after 1,300s. Compared with 

mechanical control, the temperature control had a low stable 

temperature and good cooling effect. 

During the uphill movement, the loader speed and wind 

speed were both slow; the fan speed was also slow, due to the 

constraint of the engine speed. In this case, the coolant 

temperature rose faster and fluctuated more violently under 

mechanical control than temperature control.  
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Figure 4. Engine speed curve 
 

 
 

Figure 5. Lever change curve of the speed converter 
 

 
 

Figure 6. Coolant temperature curves of engine 
 

Figure 7 shows the mean parasitic power curves of the 

engine during normal driving. The fan was driven by 

traditional mechanical control with fixed speed ratio, and 

temperature control. Throughout the movement, the engine 

consumed an average of parasitic power of 12.84kW during 

high-speed downhill movement and low-speed downhill 

movement, when the cooling fan was under mechanical 

control. By contrast, a low parasitic power was consumed 

(4.75kW) when the fan was under temperature control. 

For the thermal management of the loader transmission 

during shoveling, the mechanically controlled fan speed was 

fixed at 1,350r/min with the retarder in on state. Figure 8 

shows the curves of the inlet and outlet temperatures of 

transmission fluid in the oil-air radiator during the slow 

movement and shoveling of the loader. Under slow movement, 

the retarder operated at a slow speed, and the transmission 

fluid of the radiator worked in the temperature range of 

[87.6℃, 128.2℃], meeting the work requirements of the fluid. 

During shoveling, the retarder operated at full load, and the 

transmission fluid of the radiator worked in the temperature 

range of [61.4℃, 104.2℃], slightly lower than the working 

temperature of the fluid.  

Figure 9 shows the curves of the inlet and outlet 

temperatures of transmission fluid in the oil-air radiator with 

temperature-controlled fans during the slow movement and 

shoveling of the loader. During shoveling, the working state of 

the retarder and the transmission fluid temperature were 

similar to those under mechanical control. Under slow 

movement, the transmission fluid of the radiator worked in the 

temperature range of [60.1℃,102.8℃], which is closer to the 

normal working temperature of the fluid than that under 

mechanical control. 

 

 
 

Figure 7. Mean parasitic power curves of engine 
 

 
 

Figure 8. Transmission fluid temperature curves 1 of the 

radiator with fans under mechanical control 
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Figure 9. Transmission fluid temperature curves 2 of the 

radiator with fans under temperature control 

 

 
 

Figure 10. Power consumption of fans  

 

Figure 10 compares the power consumptions of fans under 

mechanical control and temperature control, as the loader 

moves uphill at high speed and low speed. Under mechanical 

control, basically the same power was consumed by the loader, 

as it moved uphill at high speed and low speed. Under 

temperature control, more power was consumed for high-

speed uphill movement (48.1kW) than for low-speed uphill 

movement (26.4kW). 

 

 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

 

This paper designs and analyzes the thermal management 

system of power matching transmission in energy machinery. 

Firstly, the authors described the energy distribution among 

different components of engineering machinery, including, 

hydraulic system, transmission system, and cooling system in 

each work section, and detailed the dynamic matching method 

for hydraulic torque converter. After that, the dynamic features 

of the torque converter were tested, and the engine speed curve 

throughout the driving process was plotted based on the test 

results. Then, heat source engine, hydraulic torque converter, 

and hydraulic retarder were selected as the targets of thermal 

management for the power transmission system of loader, the 

scheme in which the engine transmission system is 

independent with the cooling circulation system was adopted 

as the framework of the thermal management cycle, and the 

corresponding heat transfer model was built for the loader 

transmission. During the experiments, the fans were controlled 

by two different methods: traditional mechanical control with 

fixed speed ratio, and temperature control. Under the two 

control modes, the authors investigated the variations in the 

coolant temperature of engine, mean parasitic power of engine, 

transmission fluid temperature of radiator, and the power 

consumption of radiator fans. The experimental results 

confirm the effectiveness of our model, and provide a 

reference for the thermal management of other subsystems of 

engineering machinery. 
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